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Background: Measurements of two-particle azimuthal angle correlations are a useful tool to study the distribu-
tion of jet energy loss, however, they are complicated because of the significant anisotropic flow background.

Purpose: We devise a data-driven method for subtracting anisotropic flow background in jet-like correlation
analysis.

Method: We first require a large recoil momentum (Px) within a given pseudo-rapidity (η) range from a high-
transverse momentum particle to enhance in-acceptance population of away-side jet-like correlations. Then we
take the difference of two-particle correlations in the close-region and far-region with respect to the η region of
Px to subtract the anisotropic flow background.

Results: We use a toy model which contains only anisotropic flow and PYTHIA8 which have jets to demonstrate
the validity of our data-driven method.

Conclusions: The results indicate that the data-driven method can subtract anisotropic flow effectively.

I. Background

Quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is believed to have been
produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions [1–5]. An
important evidence for the discovery of the QGP is jet
quenching, which refers to the suppression of high trans-
verse momentum (pT ) hadron yields and correlation am-
plitudes in heavy-ion collisions compared to those prop-
erly normalized in proton-proton collisions [6]. High-
pT hadrons and jets are produced by hard (high trans-
verse momentum transfer) processes which can be calcu-
lated by perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD).
In vacuum, without nuclear effects like those found in
the environment of heavy ion collisions, the cross sec-
tions of these processes are proportional to the number
of nucleon-nucleon binary collisions [7]. Deviation from
this vacuum expectation, namely the suppression of high-
pT hadrons, has been systematically studied over a wide
range of collision energy and system size [1–5]. Such stud-
ies have been extended to high pT jets [5].

Jets are produced in pairs by hard processes in lead-
ing order QCD. Two-particle jet-like angular correlations
are a useful tool to study interactions between jets and
the QGP medium, the underlying physics mechanism for
jet quenching [7]. While many insights have been gained
through high-pT correlations, the information from those
studies is limited because jet energy loss is mostly pop-
ulated at low pT [7, 8]. However, at low pT where jet-
quenching effects are the strongest, two-particle corre-
lations are contaminated by large anisotropic flow back-
grounds [8]. Subtraction of flow backgrounds suffers from
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large uncertainties in the anisotropy measurements to-
gether with the large combinatorial background level.

II. Purpose and Method

In order to circumvent the large flow background prob-
lem, we devise a new method to subtract the flow back-
grounds using data themselves. The method is as follows.
We enhance away-side jet population in acceptance by
requiring a large recoil transverse momentum (Px) to a

high pT trigger particle (3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c). Px is the
sum of projections, along the trigger particle direction, of
the pT ’s of all charged particles in the opposite azimuthal
hemisphere of the trigger within a specific pseudo rapid-
ity (η) range, namely

Px|η2η1 =
∑

η1<η<η2,|φ−φtrig|>π/2
pT cos(φ− φtrig). (1)

Here φtrig and φ are the azimuthal angles of the trigger
particle and the charged particle in the opposite hemi-
sphere. The pT range of the charged particles is wide
open to include essentially all particles in the Px calcu-
lation. Practically, for each centrality bin and a given
η1 < η < η2 region, we obtain the Px distribution and
select a small fraction (e.g. 10%) of events with the high-
est |Px|. The selected events should have a relatively high
probability to have a significant away-side jet contribu-
tion inside the detector acceptance. Figure 1 illustrates
the method by depicting the away-side acceptance in η
and φ. The η range for the Px calculation is 0.5 < η < 1
in this illustration.
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within the ⌘ range that are on the away side (|� �206

�trig| > ⇡/2) of the trigger particle are included. Since207

the near-side jet is not included in the Px calculation,208

the ⌘ distribution of the trigger particle is unbiased by209

the Px cut. The inverse of the single-particle relative210

acceptance⇥e�ciency (✏) is used to correct for the single-211

particle detection e�ciency. It depends on the position212

of the primary vertex along the beam axis zvtx, collision213

centrality, pT , ⌘ and �, and has run period variations [28].214

The �-dependence of ✏ is obtained, separately for positive215

and negative ⌘, from the single-particle � distribution216

normalized to unity on average in each centrality. The217

⌘-dependence of ✏ varies with zvtx, centrality and pT , and218

is obtained by treating symmetrized dN/d⌘ distribution219

in events with |zvtx| < 2 cm as the baseline, and taking220

the ratio of the dN/d⌘ distribution from each zvtx bin to221

this baseline. Because our Px cut is only used to select a222

given fraction of events, the absolute e�ciency correction223

is not applied.224

FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the analysis method. The re-
quirement of a large recoil Px (Eq. (1)) in a particular ⌘ region
(0.5 < ⌘ < 1 shown here) selects events with enhanced pop-
ulation of jets close to the ⌘ region. Jetlike correlations in
the close-region and far-region, symmetric about midrapid-
ity, contain di↵erent contributions from the jet but the same
contribution from the flow background. Their di↵erence mea-
sures the jetlike correlation shape.

In this analysis the trigger particle pT range is225

3 < ptrig
T < 10 GeV/c. We choose the windows226

�1 < ⌘ < �0.5 or 0.5 < ⌘ < 1 for Px calculation. Fig-227

ure 2 shows example Px|10.5 distributions for peripheral228

and central Au+Au collisions. Their di↵erence comes229

mainly from event multiplicities. For each centrality, we230

select the 10% of the events with the highest �Px to en-231

hance the probability that the away-side jet population is232

contained in this ⌘ region. There is a large statistical fluc-233

tuation e↵ect in Px, especially in central collisions. The234

reflected data are drawn as the open circles in Fig. 2(b)235

to estimate the magnitude of this e↵ect. The reflected236

data are lower than the measured data and the di↵er-237

ence comes, in part, from away-side jet contributions.238

In the selected events, we analyze dihadron correla-239

tions of associated particles, with respect to trigger par-240

ticles, in two ⌘ regions symmetric about midrapidity, one241

close (“close-region”) to and the other far (“far-region”)242

from the ⌘ window for Px. See the sketch in Fig. 1. The243

dihadron correlation in �� = �assoc � �trig, between the244

associated and trigger particle azimuthal angles, is given245

by246

dN

d��
=

1

Ntrig
· S(��)

B(��)/B0
, (2)

where247

S(��) =

Z +1

�1

d⌘trig

Z

region

d⌘assoc
d3N

d⌘trigd⌘assocd��
· 1

✏
(3)

and B(��) is its counterpart from mixed events. The248

correlations are normalized by the number of trigger249

particles, Ntrig. In Eq. (3), “region” stands for close-250

region or far-region. All the trigger particles with251

|⌘trig| < 1 are integrated. The single-particle relative252

acceptance⇥e�ciency (✏) correction is applied for asso-253

ciated particles. Like in Px, the absolute e�ciency cor-254

rection is not applied in the correlation measurements255

because this analysis deals only with the correlation256

shape, not the absolute amplitude. The mixed-events are257

formed by pairing the trigger particles in each event with258

the associated particles from 10 di↵erent random events259

in the same centrality and zvtx bin. The mixed-event260

background B(��) is normalized to unity (via the con-261

stant B0) to correct for residual two-particle acceptance262

after single particle e�ciency correction.263

The away-side jet contributes more to the close region264

than to the far region due to the larger �⌘ gap of the lat-265

ter (see the sketch in Fig. 1). The anisotropic flow contri-266

butions, on the other hand, are on average equal in these267

two regions that are symmetric about midrapidity. The268

di↵erence in the close- and far-region correlations, there-269

fore, arises only from jetlike correlations. For Px|�0.5
�1 ,270

the close-region is �0.5 < ⌘ < 0 and the far-region is271

0 < ⌘ < 0.5; for Px|10.5, they are swapped. The results272

from these two sets are consistent, and thus combined.273

We exclude events where both Px|�0.5
�1 and Px|10.5 satisfy274

the respective 10% Px cut, because the combined signal275

would be strictly zero but with a propagated nonzero276

statistical error.277

PYTHIA simulations indicate that jet fragmentations278

are approximately factorized in ⌘ and �. The �� cor-279

relations at di↵erent �⌘ have approximately the same280

shape, only di↵ering in magnitude. Thus, the di↵erence281

between close- and far-region correlations measures the282

away-side correlation shape. We quantify the shape by283

Gaussian width � determined from a fit.284

Systematic Uncertainties. The systematic uncertain-285

ties of � come from several sources. Varying Px cut286

changes the relative contributions of jets and background287

fluctuations to the selected events, but should not a↵ect288
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FIG. 1. Cartoon for close region and far region of the data-
driven method. The requirement of a large recoil Px (Eq.
1) in a specific η region (0.5 < η < 1 shown here) selects
events to enhance away-side jet population in the acceptance
(indicated by the dark blob).

We define two regions in η symmetric about the
mid-rapidity, one called “close region” that is close to
the Px region (the η region where the Px is calculated)
and the other called “far region” that is far from the Px
region. Literately, the “close” and “far” here are used to
describe the distance between a specific η region and the
η region where the away-side jet population is enhanced.
We analyze two-particle correlations between trigger
particles and associated particles in the close and far
regions separately. The anisotropic flow contributions
are nearly equal because the two regions are symmetric
about the mid-rapidity. They should cancel in the
difference of the correlations in close region and far
region. The away-side jets, on the other hand, have
a more significant contribution to close-region than to
far-region due to the different η distances. The difference
of close- and far-region two-particle correlation contains
only the contribution of away-side jet-like correlations.

This method has been applied to STAR data analy-
sis [9, 10]. Two η regions −1 < η < 0.5 and 0.5 < η < 1
are used for Px calculation. For each of these, the close
and far regions are properly defined. Events that sat-
isfy the 10% cut in both Px|−0.5−1 and Px|10.5 are discarded
because the correlation difference between close and far
regions would be canceled. It is worthwhile to note that,
due to flow fluctuations and the selection of the large Px
events, the flow contributions to two-particle correlations
in the close region and the far region can differ slightly.
This effect can be accessed as a systematic uncertainty
by varying the η regions as was done in the STAR anal-
ysis [9, 10].

III. Results

In this paper we use two models to demonstrate the
feasibility of our method. One is a toy model simulation

where only elliptic flow is included but no jets. The other
is the PYTHIA model, where jets are present but no
anisotropic flows.

A. Toy model with flow only

We construct a toy model which contains only the 2nd-
order anisotropic flow. The kinematic distribution of par-
ticles is given by

d3N

pT dηdpT dφ
∝ e−

pT
T (1 + 2v2 cos 2φ), (2)

where we set T = 0.3 GeV/c and v2 = 0.05. We generate
a sample of 100 million events and each event has 1000
particles.
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FIG. 2. The recoil pT distribution from the toy model simu-
lation for high pT trigger particles of 3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c.
The red shaded area is the 10% largest | − Px| events. The
right side of the distribution to the maximum is reflected as
the blue curve.

We select the η range within (−1,−0.5) and (0.5, 1) for
Px calculation. Figure 2 shows the distribution of Px|−0.5−1
as an example. The Px distribution is asymmetric as
indicated by the blue curve in Fig. 2. The asymmetry is
simply a feature of the Px distribution.

The upper panels of Fig. 3 show two-particle azimuthal
angle correlations for close- and far-region in three se-
lected passocT bins from the toy model simulation; ∆φ
is the azimuthal angle difference between the associated
and trigger particles. Since the toy model contains only
elliptic flow without any jets, there should be no jet-like
correlation signals. Moreover, even though a large Px is
selected (out of statistical fluctuations), the close and far
regions are independent of the Px region and are not af-
fected. Therefore, the close- and far-region two-particle
correlations should be equal. Indeed they are found to be
the same. The lower panels of Fig. 3 show the difference
between close- and far-region two-particle correlations.
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FIG. 3. Upper panels: Close-region and far-region two-particle correlations relative to the trigger particles (3 < ptrigT < 10
GeV/c) for different passocT bins from the toy model. Lower panels: The corresponding difference between close- and far-region
two-particle correlations.

The difference is consistent with zero within statistical
errors.

B. PYTHIA8

We employ PYTHIA8 (version8.235) as our jet model
to illustrate the validity of our data-driven method.
PYTHIA is an event generator to simulate relativistic
collision events between elementary particles like e±, p
and p̄. A key improvement of PYTHIA8 from earlier ver-
sions is the multi-partonic interaction mechanism. Multi-
partonic interactions are essiential to explain the underly-
ing event, the multiplicity distribution and the flow-like
patterns in elementary particle collisions. The details
of the physics processes in PYTHIA8 can be found in
Ref. [11].
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FIG. 4. The pT distributions of charged particles at mid-
rapidity (|η| < 1) from minimum bias PYTHIA8 and from
biased events with p̂T

min = 3 GeV/c. The distributions are
scaled by their respective cross sections.

We run proton-proton collisions at
√
s=200 GeV. We

turned on the inelastic, non-diffractive component of the
total cross section for all hard QCD process (HardQCD:

all = on). We set p̂T
min = 3 GeV/c to enhance the

population of high pT particles. For minimum biased
PYTHIA8, p̂T

min is 0 GeV/c. We generate a billion
p+p events at

√
s = 200 GeV. Figure 4 depicts the pT

distributions from minimum bias (MB) events and biased

events with p̂T
min =3 GeV/c. The distributions are nor-

malized according to their respective cross sections: σpp
= 42 mb for MB and σpp = 1.9637 ± 0.0003 mb for 3

GeV/c p̂T
min.
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�trig| > ⇡/2) of the trigger particle are included. Since207

the near-side jet is not included in the Px calculation,208

the ⌘ distribution of the trigger particle is unbiased by209

the Px cut. The inverse of the single-particle relative210

acceptance⇥e�ciency (✏) is used to correct for the single-211

particle detection e�ciency. It depends on the position212

of the primary vertex along the beam axis zvtx, collision213

centrality, pT , ⌘ and �, and has run period variations [28].214

The �-dependence of ✏ is obtained, separately for positive215

and negative ⌘, from the single-particle � distribution216

normalized to unity on average in each centrality. The217

⌘-dependence of ✏ varies with zvtx, centrality and pT , and218

is obtained by treating symmetrized dN/d⌘ distribution219

in events with |zvtx| < 2 cm as the baseline, and taking220

the ratio of the dN/d⌘ distribution from each zvtx bin to221

this baseline. Because our Px cut is only used to select a222

given fraction of events, the absolute e�ciency correction223

is not applied.224

FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the analysis method. The re-
quirement of a large recoil Px (Eq. (1)) in a particular ⌘ region
(0.5 < ⌘ < 1 shown here) selects events with enhanced pop-
ulation of jets close to the ⌘ region. Jetlike correlations in
the close-region and far-region, symmetric about midrapid-
ity, contain di↵erent contributions from the jet but the same
contribution from the flow background. Their di↵erence mea-
sures the jetlike correlation shape.

In this analysis the trigger particle pT range is225

3 < ptrig
T < 10 GeV/c. We choose the windows226

�1 < ⌘ < �0.5 or 0.5 < ⌘ < 1 for Px calculation. Fig-227

ure 2 shows example Px|10.5 distributions for peripheral228

and central Au+Au collisions. Their di↵erence comes229

mainly from event multiplicities. For each centrality, we230

select the 10% of the events with the highest �Px to en-231

hance the probability that the away-side jet population is232

contained in this ⌘ region. There is a large statistical fluc-233

tuation e↵ect in Px, especially in central collisions. The234

reflected data are drawn as the open circles in Fig. 2(b)235

to estimate the magnitude of this e↵ect. The reflected236

data are lower than the measured data and the di↵er-237

ence comes, in part, from away-side jet contributions.238

In the selected events, we analyze dihadron correla-239

tions of associated particles, with respect to trigger par-240
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close (“close-region”) to and the other far (“far-region”)242

from the ⌘ window for Px. See the sketch in Fig. 1. The243
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and B(��) is its counterpart from mixed events. The248

correlations are normalized by the number of trigger249

particles, Ntrig. In Eq. (3), “region” stands for close-250
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than to the far region due to the larger �⌘ gap of the lat-265

ter (see the sketch in Fig. 1). The anisotropic flow contri-266

butions, on the other hand, are on average equal in these267

two regions that are symmetric about midrapidity. The268

di↵erence in the close- and far-region correlations, there-269

fore, arises only from jetlike correlations. For Px|�0.5
�1 ,270

the close-region is �0.5 < ⌘ < 0 and the far-region is271

0 < ⌘ < 0.5; for Px|10.5, they are swapped. The results272

from these two sets are consistent, and thus combined.273

We exclude events where both Px|�0.5
�1 and Px|10.5 satisfy274

the respective 10% Px cut, because the combined signal275

would be strictly zero but with a propagated nonzero276

statistical error.277
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FIG. 5. Two-particle (∆φ, ∆η) correlations with 3 < ptrigT <
10 GeV/c and 1 < passocT < 1.5 GeV/c in p+p collisions at

√
s

= 200 GeV from PYTHIA8. The η range of both the trigger
and associated particles are |η| < 1.

Figure 5 shows the two-particle correlations in
(∆φ, ∆η) with 3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c and 1 < passocT <
1.5 GeV/c. The triangular acceptance in ∆η has been
corrected. The dominant feature here is the jet correla-
tions. The near-side jet is concentrated at (∆η, ∆φ) =
(0, 0) and the away-side jet at ∆φ ≈ π contributes ap-
proximately uniformly in ∆η within ∆η < 1.5.

In PYTHIA8 there is no anisotropic flow in the un-
derlying event. Jet-like correlations are relatively easy to
access without the need of our sophisticated data-driven
method. An important assumption in our data-driven
method is that the jet-like ∆φ correlation width is inde-
pendent of ∆η. We want to check the validity of this as-
sumption by analyzing jet-like correlation in PYTHIA8
using the standard method. Figure 6 shows the sim-
ple two-particle azimuthal correlations in 3 < ptrigT <
10 GeV/c and 1 < passocT < 1.5 GeV/c. Different
sub-panels give the correlations in different bins of η gap
between trigger and associated particles (∆η). The data
points are fitted by the “periodic double Gaussian + con-
stant” functions as shown by the solid red curves. The
χ2/NDF of the fits are large, which implies that Gaussian
may not be the best function to describe these peaks.
Our statistical uncertainties are small which make the
deviation from Gaussian easily observable, resulting in a
large χ2/NDF. Nevertheless, the periodic double Gaus-
sian seems to describe near-side and away-side peaks rea-
sonably well. Since we are focusing on the peaks widths
instead of shapes, the periodic double Gaussian function
is decent to give a faithful width representation.

We study the near- and away-side correlations width
as a function of ∆η as shown in Fig. 7. Both the near-
and away-side peak widths decrease with ∆η slightly at
small ∆η and then increase with ∆η at larger ∆η. This
appears to be a feature of PYTHIA8, the physics reason
of which is beyond the scope of investigation in this pa-
per. We focus on whether the jet ∆φ width is constant

over ∆η from the jet axis, hence the near-side width is
most relevant. In our data-driven method, we enhance
the jet population in the η region of Px, so the away-side
jet axis is presumably somewhere close to the Px region.
The close-region ∆φ correlation is then integrated over a
range in ∆η from the jet axis. The far-region ∆φ corre-
lation is also integrated over a ∆η range, but relatively
further away. In other words, the close-region ∆φ width
can be regarded as an average of the near-side peak width
in Fig. 7 over a range of ∆η at the small ∆η side, and
the far-region ∆φ width can be regarded as an average
over a range at the large ∆η side. Figure 7 shows that
the width of near-side jet-like correlations in ∆φ is nearly
constant over ∆η, which indicates that our assumption
of the same close-region and far-region correlation widths
is reasonable. Now we turn to our data-driven method
to analyze the PYTHIA8 data. Figure 8 shows the dis-
tribution of Px|−0.5−1 from PYTHIA8. The asymmetry
from PYTHIA8 is significant because of the small multi-
plicity. The long negative Px tail is predominately from
away-side jet contributions. We select the 10% of total
events with the highest −Px to enhance away-side jet
population in the corresponding η regions.

We calculate the close- and far-region two-particle cor-
relations with respect to the trigger particles (3 <

ptrigT < 10 GeV/c) for three selected passocT bins in Fig. 9.
The near-side correlations are equal between close region
and far region. The away-side correlation in the close
region is larger than the far region because of the larger
jet-like contributions to the close region. The results are
fitted by the “periodic double Gaussian + constant” func-
tion as the red curves shown. The χ2 of the fits are large.
The correlations are not well described by a double Gaus-
sian function, especially the away-side peak at high-pT .
The fit to the far-region correlation is generally better
than that to the close-region correlation. We also try to
fit the away-side jet-like correlation with a single Gaus-
sian function in narrow ∆φ ranges around the peak, and
found the close- and far-region away-side correlations are
similar in width.

Figure 10 shows the differences of close- and far-region
two-particle correlations in different passocT bins. The
blue curves are “Gaussian + constant” fits. Again the
fit χ2/NDF is large. The Gaussian does not seem to de-
scribe the correlation difference well, similarly to the fit
description in Fig. 9. This is especially apparent for the
high pT bins, where the Gaussian fit curves fall below the
PYTHIA8 data points.

Fig. 11 shows the comparison of the Gaussian widths
(σ) between close- and far-region correlations and their
difference as function of passocT . The correlation widths
decrease with increasing passocT , as expected from hard
processes. The far-region correlation widths appear to be
smaller than the close-region correlation widths at high
pT . This is because the Gaussian fit to the far-region cor-
relation is better at the peak, than the close-region fit.
This contributes to the better χ2 of far-region correlation
fit. The good fit is probably because the correlation am-
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FIG. 6. Two-particle azimuthal correlations of selected ∆η bins in p+p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV from PYTHIA8 (1 <

passocT < 1.5 GeV/c, 3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c). Red curves are ”double Gaussian + constant” fits.
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FIG. 7. Near- and away-side correlation widths (σ) as a func-
tion of ∆η from “periodic double Gaussian + constant” func-
tion fit. The trigger and associated particle pT ranges are
3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c and 1 < passocT < 1.5 GeV/c,
respectively.

plitude is small, so the Gaussian seems able to capture
both the peak region and the rest tail regions. If we fit
a Gaussian to a narrow range in ∆φ around the peak,
then the fit widths are equal between close-region and
far-region.

The widths of the close-region correlation and the cor-
relation difference are well consistent in all passocT bins.
This is because the far-region correlation amplitude is
relatively small, so the difference is dominated by the
close-region correlation. At high pT , the width of far-
region jet-like correlation is not very important. How-
ever, the far-region jet-like correlation is still crucial for
subtracting flow background in heavy-ion collisions.
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 2 but from PYTHIA8.

IV. Conclusions

We have devised a data-driven method to subtract
anisotropic flow background in jet-like correlation analy-
sis. The method applies a lower cut on the recoil Px from
a high-pT trigger particle to enhance away-side popula-
tion inside acceptance. The jet-like correlation functions
are constructed in two regions symmetric about mid-
rapidity but with different η distances from the η region
where the Px is calculated. By taking the difference, the
anisotropic flow is mostly canceled and the remaining sig-
nal reflects the away-side jet-like correlation shape. We
have used a toy model which contains only 2nd harmonic
anisotropic flow, and PYTHIA8 which has (almost) only
jets, to demonstrate the validity and feasibility of the
data-driven method. With the toy model, we found the
differences of close- and far-region away-side correlations
in all passocT bins to be well consistent with zero. This
indicates that the data-driven method can subtract flow
background effectively. With PYTHIA8, the results show
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FIG. 9. Close-region and far-region two-particle correlations from PYTHIA8. The trigger pT is 3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c. The
red curves are “periodic double Gaussian + constant” fits.
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FIG. 10. The differences of two-particle correlations between close- and far-region from PYTHIA8. The trigger pT is
3 < ptrigT < 10 GeV/c. The blue curves are “Gaussian + constant” fits.
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FIG. 11. Away-side correlation width (σ) as a function of
passocT from PYTHIA8 (Single Gaussian).

a significant amplitude differences between close- and far-
region two-particle correlations on the away-side, which
indicates jet contributions. The differences of close- and
far-region two-particle correlations are fitted by Gaussian
functions. The Gaussian widths are found to faithfully
represent the jet-like correlation peaks. These results in-
dicate that our data-driven method can subtract the flow
background effectively and retain the jet-like correlation
shape on the away side.
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